Abstract. Certain aspects of a visual search task, such as the location where a target often appears, are learned over time and can serve as a source of attentional guidance. An example of this implicit learning, spatial probability cuing speeds detection of targets that appear in probable locations. The current study investigated target feature probability learning and its relation to implicit spatial probability learning. Results reveal that individuals are sensitive to small changes in the spatial probability of targets, even incidentally learning moderate probabilities. However, feature-based probability differences impacted visual search times much less. Implications for these findings are discussed.
People are faced with challenging visual search tasks every day. Thankfully, we possess the ability to learn aspects of the search that allow us to complete these searches quickly. For example, you are more likely to search for your keys in your coat pockets than in the dog food bag due to spatial probability; you often find your keys in your pocket, not in the dog food. This type of statistical learning helps people efficiently allocate attentional resources in visual search and can occur incidentally, without intention, and often without awareness that it has occurred (Chun and Jiang 1998) .
Previous studies have demonstrated search benefits when targets appear in probable locations. For example, targets that appear in the same location on 75% of trials are detected faster in that location (Geng and Behrmann 2005) . Jiang and colleagues (2013) used a lower spatial probability and still found search benefits for a target appearing in one of four locations on 50% of the trials, although this effect was eliminated when a conflicting endogenous cue (arrow predicting target location) was presented simultaneously.
Of interest to our study was whether target feature probability is also learned in the same manner. Evidence for this type of learning comes from multiple-target search literature. A target of one category is less likely to be detected when a target of a different category has already been found, especially when the secondary target appears less often (Fleck et al 2010) . It is likely that spatial and feature probability function similarly due to the similarity of spatial-based and feature-based visual attention in the brain (Fink et al 1997) . The current study investigated whether the probability that a particular colored box contained a target could be learned and how it might compare with spatial probability learning.
Twenty undergraduate participants (ten female, ten male) with normal vision and color vision were tasked with identifying a Landolt C with a gap subtending 0.02 deg that faced to the left or right, using the "F" or "J" keys to indicate the direction of the gap (figure 1). Each trial contained two distractors (upwards facing gap) and one target, with each C appearing in one of three position boxes. The target appeared in the primary box on 60% of trials, the secondary box on 30% of trials, and the tertiary box on 10% of trials, providing a probability relationship of 6 : 3 : 1. In the feature condition (n = 10) each of these box types was a constant color (red, blue, or yellow), but could change location on each trial. In the spatial condition (n = 10) the locations of these box types were held constant (left, right, or top), but all boxes appeared in black so that probability could not be associated with a color. The assignment of each specific box to a probability was counterbalanced between participants. A predisplay slide showed the position of the boxes on each trial 250 ms before the onset of the target and distractors in an attempt to limit the inherent eye movement advantage of spatial probability by offering that same benefit to participants in the feature condition. All participants completed 20 practice trials followed by 360 experimental trials. Accuracy and reaction times (RTs) were collected.
A 2 × 3 (attribute type versus probability) mixed ANOVA (1) performed on search RT revealed a significant main effect of probability (F 2, 34 = 23.18, p < 0.001, p 2 h = 0.58), a significant interaction (F 2, 36 = 6.59, p = 0.004, p 2 h = 0.28), and no main effect of attribute type ( p = 0.95) (figure 2). Further exploration of the interaction using pairwise comparisons with Sidak corrections revealed significant differences in RT between each probability level (1) One participant (feature condition) was removed for RTs exceeding 2.5 standard deviations. Inaccurate trials were excluded in analyses. Mauchly's test of sphericity (f = 0.92) revealed no significant differences in variance ( 2 2 | = 0.91, p = 0.49); thus, averaging unequal numbers of trials was not problematic. Participants were sensitive to all three levels of probability within the spatial condition, with significant RT relationships of 60% < 30% < 10% between the boxes. Participants were much less perceptive to differences of probability within the feature condition, with only RTs to targets in the 60% and 10% boxes significantly differing from one another. It is important to note that, in our study, feature probability was still a form of spatial cuing in that it led observers to a specific location. One possible explanation for the results is that feature probability is simply a weaker form of cuing target location than spatial probability. Alternatively, converting feature probability into spatial information that can then guide attention to a location may take time, although we tried to limit this advantage with the predisplay screen. Ultimately, target detection requires localization, which may offer an advantage to incidental learning of spatial information.
In conclusion, feature probability can be learned by participants and facilitates search times. However, increasing the probability that a target appears in a box with a specific feature impacts response times much less than what is observed in similar increases in the probability of a target's spatial location. Finally, as far as we are aware, our results are the first extension of probability cuing to three different probability levels, demonstrating that multiple spatial probabilities can be implicitly learned and facilitate attentional allocation in visual search.
